Azure Security Center (Sentinel)
Cognizant manages security that is flexible, scalable and adaptable to today’s digital demands. A strong partnership with Microsoft and experience providing security operations initiatives on Azure Sentinel mean Cognizant is well placed to offer next-generation security capabilities to address ever-changing threats, maintain compliance and reduce the unsustainable burden of managing security infrastructure.

**Enterprise scenarios delivered by Cognizant:**

- Expert guidance from experienced security experts improves everything from tool selection to creation of automated remediation workflows
- A rich library of use cases, play books and predefined rules provides extensive security operations and managed security service capabilities
- Fast, flexible and thorough onboarding with dedicated advisory time
- Round-the-clock monitoring, life cycle management and incident investigations, coupled with real-time threat intelligence
- Sentinel integration with Cognizant Cyber Threat Defense portfolio
- Reduced time to identify and mitigate threats and instant, up-to-date visibility into security posture

**Delivery Excellence**

- Experience providing large security operation centers
- Repository of effective and efficient use cases, defined and based on years of in-house experience
- Large resource pool with specialized skill sets offers dedicated and managed security services

**Time to Market**

- Readily available comprehensive collection and correlated analysis of data from all security platforms and devices to find hidden threats
- Alert prioritization based on the likelihood of a threat and the importance of the affected data and systems

**Cost savings**

- Reusable, proprietary Azure Sentinel value-adds reduce engineering cycles and improve operations efficiency
- Integrated delivery for implementing Azure native security controls

**Why customers choose Cognizant**

- Strong security framework as part of broader solutions that look at security challenges from a wider perspective
- Strategic partner relationship leverages the power of integration and innovation
- Global footprint and various deployment options to augment client requirements